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With the deterioration of ecosystem enviroment and the aggravation of the energy crisis, 
Photovoltaic grid connected generate electricity technology get extensive attention. In the 
photovoltaic (PV) generation system,how to convert the relatively low output voltage of the PV 
arrays to a high one in order to supply the grid-connected inverters has become an important 
research topic. 
A novel interleaved high-step-up current auto-balance converter with winding-cross-coupled 
inductors and switched-capacitor(SC) is proposed in the paper. The utilization of WCCI and SC not 
only improves the boost ability of the proposed converter significantly but also leads much voltage 
stress reduction to the main switches. The distinct merit of the proposed converter is its current 
auto-balance due to the topology of branch-cross-coupling structure. Meanwhile, the interleaved 
operation results in the reduced ripple of the input current and output voltage. Additionally, The 
output diode reverse-recovery problem is alleviated by the leakage inductance of the WCCIs, which 
reduces the reverse-recovery losses as well. Consequently, the new topology is very suitable for the 
applications, such as the fuel cell power system and photovoltaic system, in which it has low input 
voltage but high output voltage. In order to further improve efficiency of converter , proposes a 
novel soft-switching high-step-up DC/DC converter .Zero voltage switching (ZVS) turn-on and 
Zero voltage switching (ZVS) turn-off is realized for the power switch. Zero current switching 
(ZCS) turn-on and Zero voltage switching (ZVS) turn-off is realized for the auxiliary switch. 
A improved interleaved high-step-up converter with winding-cross-coupled inductors and 
switched-capacitor(SC) is proposed .The improved converter has stronger boost ability and the 
voltage stress of the switching elements of converter is reduced. Zero voltage switching (ZVS) 
turn-off is realized for the output diode. 
Finally, a classification and summarization of various current sharing methods are presented 
and a novel duty ratio compensation current sharing methcod according to current difference are 
proposed in the paper . This method can achieves current sharing accurately and not restricted by 
the voltage loop bandwidth. 
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(a)串联直流母线                 (b)并联直流母线 
图 1.3 直流母线并网发电系统 
 












1.3 高增益 DC/DC 变换器的研究现状 
1.3.1 传统 Boost DC/DC 变换器 
传统 Boost 变换器由于其结构简单，广泛地应用在功率因数矫正的场合，图 1.4 为传统
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电容寄生参数的限制[16]。考虑变换器线圈的寄生参数时，其等效电路图如图 1.1(b)所示，其












 （ 1.2 ） 
图 1.6 为考虑线圈的寄生电阻时变换器的电压增益曲线图，由图可以看出，在占空比 D














(a)理想变换器             (b)考虑线圈的寄生电阻 
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